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In an earlier paper [lo], we exploited Morita theory to define a product of 
two hermitian or skew hermitian forms over a quaternion division algebra D. 
The resulting product form was a form over the base field K. Essential to the 
construction was the canonical isomorphism D OK D -+ End, D, x 0 y  4 f  
where f(z) = XZJ~, z E D,-denoting the standard involution on D. This 
isomorphism gave a canonical hermitian Morita equivalence, as in [3], of 
D OK D with K. In this paper we use the fact that if L is a maximal subfield 
of D, D being any central division algebra, then there is a canonical L- 
isomorphism D OK L -+ End, D, x @ 4’ -+ f where f(z) = XZJ’. Here we regard 
D as a right L-vector space. See [2]. This gives a canonical Morita 
equivalence of D OK L with L yielding a pairing of Witt groups of hermitian 
forms W(D, J,) x W(L, J,) + W(L, Jz). Here J, denotes some given 
involution on D, J, an involution, possibly trivial, on L and Jz the involution 
induced on L by the above canonical equivalence, i.e., (D OK L, J, @ J,) and 
(L,J,) are hermitian Morita equivalent rings with involution. Note that J, 
and J, must agree on K in order that J,, @J, be well defined. 
In Section 1 and 2 we give the definitions, description and methods of 
determining the pairings. In Section 3 we determine the pairings for the cases 
when D is a quaternion division algebra and K is the real field, a p-adic field 
(p # 2), and an algebraic number field. In Section 4 we deal with the case 
when D is a cyclic division algebra with an involution of the second kind, K 
being an algebraic number field. 
In this paper we have concerned ourselves only with calculation of the 
pairings. An application of them will be given in [ 121 where they are related 
to the exact sequences of [ 111. 
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1. DEFINITION OF THE PAIRINGS 
Let D = (a, b/K) be a quaternion division algebra over the field K (char. 
K # 2), i.e., D is generated by elements i, j with i2 = a, j’ = b, ij = -ji, etc. 
Let L = K(/a) which we can identify, when desired, with the maximal 
subfield K(i) of D. Let - and - denote the involutions on D defined by i= -i, 
j = -j and i= -i, j = j, respectively. Note that 2 = i ‘.Ui for each x E D. We 
shall also denote by - the standard involution on L given by v’a = -via. 
Note that when we identify L with K(i) in D both - and - on D restrict to - 
on L. We write W(K), W(L), W(L, -). W(D, -), W(D, -) to denote the Witt 
group of non-singular forms which are quadratic over K, quadratic over L, 
hermitian over L w.r.t -, hermitian over D w.r.t - and hermitian over D 
w.r.t -, respectively. (By the Witt group we mean the quotient, by the 
subgroup of hyperbolic forms, of the Grothendieck group of isometry classes 
of non-singular forms. See [3], for example, for a detailed definition.) It is 
worthy of comment that hermitian forms over (D, *) may equivalently be 
regarded as skew-hermitian over (D, -). The correspondence d ti i@ changes 
one to the other because of the above relation between the two involutions on 
D. 
First we examine the canonical isomorphism D as L + End,. D and see 
what happens to involutions under this isomorphism. If D is a quaternion 
algebra, then essentially we have J, = - or J, = - as the only choices of 
involution. Then on L either J, = - or J, = 1. the identity. Hence there are 
four choices for J,, 0 J, . An easy calculation shows that the dimension of 
the K-subspace of D OK L fixed by J, @J, is 2, 4, 4, 6, respectively, for 
J,, @.I, = - @ 1, - 0 -, - @ -, and * I@ 1. This means that the involution on 
End, D is the adjoint of a skew-symmetric bilinear form on L for the first 
case, a hermitian form over (L, -) for the second and third cases and a 
quadratic form over L in the fourth case. 
Now suppose we are given hermitian forms 
and 
4: V x If-+ D over (0, J,,) 
ty: W X W-3 L over (L, J,). 
Then V 0, W is a D OK L-module and we define 
Now $ @ v is a hermitian form over (D OK L, J, @J,) and using the 
canonical hermitian Morita equivalence described earlier it yields a 
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hermitian form over (L,J,). This form over (L,J) is called the product of 4 
and v/ and is denoted Q . y. These products give pairings of the appropriate 
Grothendieck groups and also of Witt groups since, by [3], if Q or w  is 
hyperbolic, then so is Q . v. For D a quaternion algebra we have four 
pairings as follows: 
(i) WA -) x W(L) -+ W-,(L), 
W-,(L) denoting the Witt group of skew-symmetric bilinear forms. Since 
any two skew-symmetric forms of the same rank are isometric [4], we have 
W-,(L) = 0 and so our pairing is completely trivial in this case. 
(ii) W(D, -) x W(L, -) + W(L, -), 
(iii) W(D, -) x W(L, -)+ W(L, -), 
(iv) W(D, -) x W(L)-+ W(L). 
We will examine pairings (ii), (iii), (iv) in more detail shortly. 
We also consider the case when D is a cyclic division algebra but not a 
quaternion algebra. Any involution on D is of the second kind [ 1 ] and so its 
restriction to the centre K of D must be non-trivial. Thus we can write K as 
the quadratic extension of some field K,. It follows that J, on L has to be 
non-trivial, indeed to coincide on K with J,,, or else J, 0 J, will not be 
consistently defined on D OK L. A calculation of the dimension of the fixed 
set of J,, 05, on D OK L shows that this involution is the adjoint of a 
hermitian form over (L,J,). Thus we have a pairing 
WV& Jo) x W(L, 5,) + W(L, J,), 
J,, an involution of the second kind on D, J, being a non-trivial involution on 
L which agrees on K with JO. 
Note 1. Any other involution of the second kind agreeing on K with J, 
differs from it by an inner automorphism of D [ 11. Further, hermitian and 
skew-hermitian forms over (D, J,) are interchangeable since D contains an 
element skew-symmetric w.r.t J,,. (Note K = K,(B), g’u = -8 for some 
8 E K.) Thus the above pairing is essentially the only kind that occurs for 
this case. 
Note 2. There exist division algebras with involution which are not 
cyclic but we do not consider these. 
Comment. We claim that, for any division algebra D, our pairings are 
canonically defined once we have chosen our maxima1 subfield L. This is 
because the involution J, @ J, on D OK L becomes, under the natural 
isomorphism D @k L -+ End, D mentioned above, the adjoint of a form 
D x D + L, defined by a natural involution trace. See [3, 0 71. 
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Specifically we define an involution trace from (D,J,) to (L,J,) to be a 
map T: D + L satisfying 
(i) TV, + 4) = W,) + T(4) for d,,d,E D, 
T(dll) = T(d)A fordED,AEL 
i.e., T is a right L-vector space homomorphism, 
(ii) TJ, = EJ, T where E = + 1 (since J, (3 J, is the adjoint of an E- 
hermitian form), 
(iii) h: D x D --t L, h(x, y) = T(xJoy) is a non-singular form. 
Note that h is e-hermitian over (L,J,) by (i), (ii). Note also that 
T(Ad) = A-‘l-‘OT(d) for 1 E L, d E D. It is not difficult to see that J,, @J, is 
the adjoint involution of h. For instance if u @ LJ E D OK L corresponds to 
y E End, D, then y(x) = uxu and h(yx, 4’) = T(zI~~x’~u~~~) = uJIT(xJOuJOy). But 
(u @ Lyo~J1 corresponds to y* E End,D, v*(x) = uJOxuJ and thus 
h(x, y*y) = T(x-‘~u~~~u”) = T(xJOuJoy) v’I = h(yx, y). 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCTS 
First let D = (a, b/K), a quaternion division algebra. The canonical 
isomorphism D OK L + End, D described above yields, after taking matrices 
with respect to the basis (l,j} of the L-vector space D, an isomorphism 
D OK L + M,L, the ring of 2 X 2 matrices with entries in L. This 
isomorphism sends i @ 1, j @ 1, 1 @ i to ( 5 !i), ( y t ), ( 5 9 ), respectively. 
(We have abused notation somewhat by using the same letter i in both D and 
L.) 
LEMMA. The involution JO @J, on D OK L is the adjoint of a two- 
dimensional form with matrix ( !, i ), ( A Ob ), (A 11, (7 A ) respectively 
for pairings (i), (ii), (iii), (iv). 
Proof. Take matrices with respect to the basis ( 1, j} of D over L. 
Note. The adjoint involution of a form depends on the form only up to 
scalar multiplication by elements of L. The uncertainty about the scalar 
multiple is obviated by taking the “involution trace” form as specified below. 
For pairings (ii) and (iii) the involution trace T: D + L is given by 
(T(z, + z2j) = z, where z,, z2 E L, while for pairings (i) and (iv) we must 
take T(z, + z2 j) = z2. 
Comment. The product of two one-dimensional forms (x), x E D, and 
(J,), 4’ E L, is obtained as follows: 
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Take the image of x @ y under the above isomorphism D 0, L z M, L 
and multiply this matrix on the left by the appropriate matrix from the above 
lemma. The resulting matrix represents a form over L which is their product. 
Our pairings are bi-additive and forms over (0, J,) or (L. J,) decompose into 
the orthogonal sum of one-dimensional forms. Thus we can, in principle. find 
the product of any pair of forms. In fact we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let D = (a, b/K) be a quaternion division algebra and 
L = K(\/a) a maximal subfield of D. Let $i. i = 1, 2, be non-singular forms 
over (D, J,,), (L, J,), respectively for i = 1, 2, of rank ri, i = 1. 2. Then the 
product $, . & is a non-singular form over (L, J,) of rank 2r, r?. The deter- 
minant of 4, . I$~ is trivial for pairing (i). 
det 9, . q& = (-6)“” (mod LL) for pairing (ii), 
= (b)‘l” det $, (mod LL) for pairing (iii) 
= (-1)“‘2 det 4, (mod L’) for pairing (iv). 
(Note: the determinant of a form over (0, JO) lies in i/k’, whereas that of a 
form over (L, J,) lies in i/i’ or ~?/LJ! according to M?hether J, is trivial or 
not). 
Proof. It is well-known that we can diagonalize #, and gZ; so let 
4, = (4, ,***, q,,) qi E D, qp = qi for each i and QZ = (z, ,..., z,:) zi E L, Z~I = zi 
for each j. Write C, for the 2 x 2 matrix which is the image of qi @ zj under 
D OK L z M,L. Let P be the appropriate matrix from the above lemma for 
whichever pairing we are considering. The product form $, . q4* is represented 
by a block diagonal matrix of size 2r, r2 x 2r, rZ. Each block is a 2 X 2 
matrix PC,, 1 < i < r,, 1 <j < r?, giving r, rz blocks altogether. Hence 
det~#, . #z = (det P)rlrl n,,, det C,. Now C, = zjBi where Bi is the image of 
qi @ 1 under the above isomorphism. Clearly det $I = nJ:, zj and we have 
det 4, = JJ;:, det Bi since, by definition, det #, is the reduced norm of any 
matrix representing 4. (This reduced norm is determined modulo K2 and may 
be evaluated by imbedding D in M,L, L a splitting field of D, thereby 
imbedding M,.,D in M,,,L, and taking the determinant [ 161.) Our 
isomorphism D OK L g M,L incorporates an imbedding of D in Mz L and 
hence (ql ,..., q,,) under the resulting imbedding of M,,D in M?,,L gives a 
matrix with blocks B,,..., 
det #,(det #2)2 = (det P)‘I’? 
B,.,.) We thus have det(@, . &) = (det P)‘I’! 
det 9, as (det q52)2 is trivial in Li or L’. 
Note that det 4, = 1 (mod K’) when q5, is hermitian over (D, -) since in 
this case its diagonalisation consists entirely of elements of K. The result 
follows easily by taking the appropriate matrix P from the above lemma. 
We will now give another description of the products which relates them 
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more closely to the usual product of forms over a field. This description is 
valid for any division algebra, not just for a quaternion algebra. 
Given forms 4, over (D, JO) and tiz over (L, 5,) consider the form, denoted 
TqS,: VX V+ L, (x,J)-+ T(#,(x,J~)) for x,yE V. T being the appropriate 
involution trace for J, and J, as in Section 1. Then r#, is a form over 
6% J, ). 
PROPOSITION 2. For all of the pairings we haue mentioned the product 
$, . @2 is isometric to the form (T$,) . &, the usual product offorms ouer the 
field L. 
Proof: The product 4, . $* can be obtained, in the manner of 131, as the 
“product” of forms h: D x D + L, h(x, ~7) = T(,?~;v) and 4, @ ti2: V, 0, V, X 
V, 0, Vz + D 0, L. (x @ .v, x’ 0~‘) + $,(x, x’) @ $.,( J’, 1”). This product is 
the map 
Now using properties of T we obtain 
h(d, $,(x,x’) 0 &( 4’1~‘)) d’) = h(d, @,(x,x’) d’$,(y,y’) 
= T(d-‘yb, (x. x’) d’&( 1’. y’)). 
The product (T#,) . & of forms over L is the map 
V, being viewed as an L-vector space. Use the isomorphism of L-vector 
spaces 
which we claim to be an isometry of @, . $I and (T$,) . & because 
((Z-4,) . $,)(xdOwv, x’d’ 0~‘) = T(@,(xd,x’d’)) ~z(Y,Y’) 
= T(dJ@$,(x, x’) d’) &( y,y’) 
= T(dJo@,(x, x’) d’&( y, y’)). 
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3. DETERMINATION OF THE PAIRINGS FOR 
DA QUATERNION ALGEBRA 
We can use the results of Section 2 to completely determine the pairings 
provided we know the Witt groups of the forms over D and L under con- 
sideration. 
For D a quaternion algebra we do this for three kinds of base field K; 
(a) K = R, the reals, or any closed field, 
(b) K a p-adic field, 
(c) K an algebraic number field. 
(a) K = IT?, the Reals (or any Real Closed Field) 
Then D = IH = (-1, -l/K) is the only quaternion division algebra possible 
and L = 6, the complex numbers. It is well known that W(IH, -) z 
W(C,-) 2 Z, signature determining the Witt class, that W(IH, -) z Hz 131, 
and that W(C) 2 h,, C being algebraically closed. 
PROPOSITION 3. Pairing (ii), W(lH, -) x W(C, -) + W(C, -) is the map 
LXZ+Z, (o,,u*)+ 2a,a,. 
Pairing (iii), W(IH, *) x W(C, -) + W(C, -) is the trivial map ZZ x Z + F. 
Pairing (iv), W(IH, -) x W(C)-+ W(C) is the trivial map Z, X ZZ + L,. 
Proof: The result on pairing (ii) follows since the product of the 
generators of W(IH, -) and W(C, -) ( i.e., forms with signature one) is a two- 
dimensional form represented by the identity matrix, i.e., it has signature 
two. The triviality of pairing (iii) follows from bi-additivity and that of 
pairing (iv) follows from the product being even-dimensional and hence zero 
in W(C). 
(b) p-adic Fields (p # 2) 
A p-adic field K has a unique quaternion division algebra D = (u, TC/K) 
where rc is a uniformizer and u is a non-square which is a unit in the 
valuation ring of K. Every element of K is a norm from D [ 17, p. 195 1, and 
so W(D, -) = Lz while, by results of Tsukamoto [ 15 1, W(D, -) z If;. The 
eight elements of W(D, -) may be represented by 0, (l), (j,. (k). (1. j), 
(1, k), (j, k), (l,j, k) for p = 1 (mod 4) while for p = 3 (mod 4) we have the 
same eight elements except that j must be repaced by iaj where a =/I + yi, 
/?’ + yZ = -1. (Note that, when p = 1 (mod 4). -1 is a square, whereas for 
p G 3 (mod 4) we can write -1 as a sum of two squares. In this latter case 
we may choose u = -1.) 
Beware that in this paper we are using the language of forms over (D. *). 
whereas in [ 10, 15 1 such forms are treated as skew-hermitian over (D. -). 
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Taking L = K(\/u), the unique unramified quadratic extension of K, the 
group W(L, -) has four elements. For p ~‘3 (mod 4), W(L, -) is the cyclic 
group H, and is generated by (I), while for p = 1 (mod 4), W(L, -) z Ei, 
the four group, and is generated by forms (1) and (z). See [ 13, App. 21. To 
determine the pairings we only need to find the products of generators of the 
Witt groups. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let K be p-adic, p = 3 (mod 4), L and D as abotle. 
Pairing (ii), W(D, -) x W(L, -) + W(L, -) is the map Z, X S, + E, spe@ed 
bv (I), (I)+ (1, 1). P airing (iii), W(D, -) X W(L, -) + W(L, -) is the triuial 
map zi X z,+ F,. 
Prooj Note that rr= -1 (mod LL) when p- 3 (mod 4) so that 
(1, -n) - (1, 1) in W(L, -). The lemma of Section 2 gives the ‘result on 
pairing (ii). The triviality of pairing (iii) comes from checking that the 
product of each of the three generators (1). (j), (k) of W(D. -) with the 
generator (1) of W(L, -) is hyperbolic. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let K be a p-adic, p = 1 (mod 4), L and D as above. 
Pairing (ii), W(D, -) X W(L, -) + W(L, - ) is the map Tz x I I + L t, given 
bj 
Pairing (iii), W(D, -) x W(L, -) + W(L, -), is the map L i x Zi + 3 f gicen 
61 
(1X (?T)+ (1, z> 
the product of 0’) or (k) in W(D, -) with (1) or (x) in W(L, -) being hyper- 
bolic. 
ProoJ Similar to Proposition 4 except that -I is a square in K and 
z # -1 (mod Li) so that (1, z) is anisotropic over (L, -). 
Before we can describe pairing (iv) in this case we must describe the Witt 
group W(L) where L = K(\/u). It is well known, see [6] for example, that K 
has four square classes represented by 1, U, rt, u7c and that W(K) has 16 
elements, the four one-dimensional forms (I), (u). (n), (UT) generating the 
group W(K). (Of course W(K) has a ring structure and W(K) E S, (Z2) the 
-“,-group ring of the cyclic group Z, for p = 3 (mod 4) and W(K) 2 .Zz (Z i), 
the Hz-group ring of the four group when p c 1 (mod 4). This ring structure 
will not be important to us.) Now L = K(\/u) has four square classes given 
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by 1, rr, du, rrdu for p E 1 (mod 4) and by 1, rr, a, 71(x, where a = p + y d--1, 
p’ + y* = -1 for p E 3 (mod 4). (We have taken u = -1 in the latter case. 
Note also that d-1 can be a square in K( \/- 1) and so we must take u 
instead of d-1 for the square classes.) Then W(L) has 16 elements in either 
case and is generated as a group by the four one-dimensional forms given by 
the square classes. W(D, -) has been described already. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let K be p-adic, p = 3 (mod 4), L and D as above. 
Pairing (iv), W(D, -) x W(L) + W(L) is determined as follows: 
The product ( 1) . (A) is hyperbolic for each of k = 1, rr, a. 7ca. The 
products (k) . (1) = (1, 7~) and (iaj) . (1) = (a, Ica) (note that the products 
of the other generators may be gotten from this as (q) . (z j = z(q) . (1) for 
z E L, q E D.) 
ProoJ The product (1 j . (1) is represented by the matrix ( ‘: i ). (See 
lemma of Section 2). 
Thus, by the above comment (1) . (1) is represented by (.y i ) for ;1 E L. 
i.e., it is hyperbolic. The other products (k) . (1) and (iaj) . (1) are easily 
checked to be as claimed. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let K be p-adic, p = 1 (mod 4), L and D as earlier. 
Pairing (iv), W(D, -) x W(L) + W(L) is described as follows: 
The products (1) . (A) are hyperbolic for A = 1. \/u, 71. 71 \/u. The products 
(j) . (1) = (1, 7~) and (k) . (1) = (du, 7~ d/u), and all other products of 
generators can be found from these. 
Proof: Similar to Proposition 6. Note that in Propositions 6 and 7 all 
products lie in the ideal generated by (1, z). 
Comment. In a similar way we could determine the pairings when 
L = K(\/r), a ramified extension of K. Also we could treat the case p = 2 
where the group of square classes of K is larger, and W(K), W(D, A) are 
correspondingly larger. For p = 2, W(K), W(D, -), W(D, -) are known, 
[6, 151, and our methods can be used. 
(c) Algebraic Number Fields 
Let K be an algebraic number field and D a quaternion division algebra 
over K. (In general there will be many different choices of D for a given K). 
Forms over (D, -) are determined up to isometry by the rank together with a 
set of signatures, one at each real prime 1 of K where D+ = D 0, Kj is 
isomorphic to IH, the real quaternions [ 141. Forms over (L, -), L being a 
number field, are determined by rank, determinant and a set of signatures, 
one at each real prime /I of L where L, becomes C with complex 
conjugation as involution. The Hasse principle is valid for the above two 
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kinds of form. (This says that two forms are globally isometric if and only if 
they are locally isometric.) This principle fails for forms over (D, -) causing 
much difficulty in the isometry classification. This difficulty does not trouble 
us however as it turns out that the pairings depend only on the local 
isometry class of the form over (0, -) involved. The main local invariant 
occurring for forms over (D. -) is a set of signatures, one at each real prime 
/” of K where D+ z Mz R with a symmetric involution (i.e., X--t S- ‘X’S 
where S’ = S) and, by Morita theory [8], a form over this behaves like a real 
quadratic form. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let K be an algebraic number jield, D = ((a, b)/K) a 
quaternion division algebra and L = K(\/a). Pairings (ii), W(D, -) X 
W(L -I--+ ww, -) and (iii), W(D, -) x W(L, -) + W(L, -) are determined 
as follows: 
Let Qi, i = 1,2, be anisotropic forms of rank ri, i = 1,2, representing 
elements of W(D, J) and W(L, -), respectively (where J = - or -). Then their 
product 4, . oz is represented by a form of rank 2r, rz and determinant 
(-b)“l’z or (b)‘l’* (mod LL) according as we have pairing (ii) or (iii). If u2 is 
the signature of & at a prime 1 of L where L, z CC and tf j0 is the 
underlying prime of K, we let o, denote the signature of q+, at I,,. (We define 
IS, = 0 at any real prime where the signature is not defined.) Let a3 be the 
signature of #3 at PO. Then uj = 2~7, u2 for pairing (ii) and u3 = u, uz for 
pairing (iii). 
Proof. The results on rank and determinant are done in Proposition 1. 
For pairing (ii) if Dj 2 IH, then uj = 2u,u, follows from Proposition 3. If 
Dfi 2 Mz R, we consider the commutative diagram below, T denoting the 
usual matrix trace. 
Taking the trace doubles the signature and so 2u,u2 = 2u,. Thus if u, = 0 
for pairing (ii), then u3 = 0 also and so the formula u, = 20, u2 is valid. We 
have also said enough to verify the signature formula for pairing (iii). 
Finally, for pairing (iv), we recall the classification of quadratic forms 
over L. (See [6] for example.) The Hasse principle holds and the invariants 
needed for a complete isometry classification are rank, determinant, a set of 
signatures one at each real prime p of L (i.e., Ly z R), and a set of Hasse 
invariants one at each finite prime of L. 
481:81!2-16 
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PROPOSITION 9. Let K, L, D be as in Proposition 8. Pairing (iv), 
W(D, -) x W(L) + W(L), is determined as follows: 
Using the same notation as Proposition 8, 4, ’ $2 has rank 2r, rz, deter- 
minant (-l)‘,‘z det #, (mod i’) and signature u, = u, uz at each real prime /I 
of L. Let S denote the Hasse invariant of a quadratic form at aJnite prime 
j of L. Then 
S($, - qi2) = S(T#,)r’ (6,, ~,)r2’r2-“‘2 (d,, dZ)rI”i-“‘2 (6,, d,) 
where d, = det d2, 6, = (-l)r,‘r,p’,i2 det 4, and where T: D + L. 
T(z, + zJ) = z2. (See Section 2.) 
Proof: The results on rank and determinant are done in Proposition 1. 
The result on signatures follows in the same way as before. The result on the 
Hasse invariant comes as follows: By Proposition 2, @, . $2 is the product 
(T#,) . $2 of forms over L so it suff,ces to have a formula for the Hasse 
invariant of the product of two forms over a field. This formula is 
S(y/, . w2) = S(w,)“l S(I//,)“’ (d,, d2)n,nz-’ (d,, d,)n+‘)i2 (d,, d2)‘++’ 
for forms vi of rank ni and determinant di, i = 1, 2. It is a straightforward 
exercise to derive this from the two basic formulae usually given for the 
Hasse invariant; 
S(w, 1 wz) = S(yl,) S(vM, 3 4). 
and 
S(&vi) = (/I, (-lp(“i-‘)f* S(lgi)). 
Our result follows by putting ,+u, = T@, , v/Z = #2, n, = 2r,. n, = r2, d, = 6, = 
det T#, , d, = det #2. 
4. CYCLIC ALGEBRAS WITH INVOLUTION OF 
THE SECOND KIND 
Let K be a number field and D a cyclic division algebra with an involution 
of the second kind. (An involution J is of the first or second kind [ 1 ] 
according as S(D) = Z(D) or S(D) #Z(D) where Z(D) is the centre of D 
and S(D) = {x E Z(D): X’ =x).) We will assume D to be described in the 
following way [S, p. 811. D will be written as a crossed product algebra 
(L/K, u, b) where b E K and L is a cyclic extension of K of degree n. The 
elements of D are expressions of the form XI:,, xiui where xi E L for each i, 
and multiplication in D is defined by requiring U” = b and xu = uxO for 
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xE L, u being the generator of the Galois group of L over K. (It is necessary 
to make a suitable choice of b to ensure that D is a division algebra but this 
need not concern us here.) The field K has a non-trivial involution j with 
fixed field K, and we take L = L,K where L, is a cyclic extension of K, of 
degree n which is independent of the extension of K,. The involution J, on D 
is deftned bv uJ” = u - ’ . .V’O = x if x E L,. ~‘0 = x’ if .Y E K. The involution 
on End, D- will be taken to be the adjoint of the form D x D--t L. 
(x, y) + ~(x’oJ) where TI D --) L is defined by r(xr:d si u’) = x,, . It is easily 
checked that this form is represented by the identity matrix. 
Then we have a pairing 
W(D. JO) x W(L, J,) -+ W(L, J,) 
as described earlier. where J, is an involution on L which agrees with J,, on 
K. 
Forms over (L,J,) are classified by rank, determinant and set of 
signatures as described in Section 3(c). Forms over (D,J,) satisfy the Hasse 
principle [5] and the local invariants are as follows: 
Let /z be a prime of K, and write KF = KOt OK0 K, Dl( = D 0, Kfi. Then 
Kfi is either a field or a double field, i.e., a sum of two copies of K,#. If K+ is 
a double field, no local invariant occurs [ 14, 161. If Kfi is a field, then 
01 z M,Kfi, a full matrix ring over K,,, and by Morita theory [3,8], forms 
over Dfi behave like hermitian forms over K,+ and hence give rise to a 
signature at real primes where K,, z C and a Hilbert symbol at finite primes 
where K+ is a p-adic field. These symbols are in fact gotten from taking the 
determinant, i.e., reduced norm, of the original form over D and looking at 
its value in K). 
PROPOSITION 10. Let D be a cyclic division algebra with an involution 
JO of the second kind as described above. Let K be a number Jeld and L a 
maximal subfield of D with a non-trivial involution J, coinciding on K with 
JO. The pairing 
WA Jo) x WL J,) -+ W(L J,) 
is determined as follorcs: 
Let 1+4~ be anisotropic forms of rank ri, i = 1, 2. representing elements of 
W(D, JO), W(L. J,), respectively. Then their product @I . $I is represented bj 
a form @3 of rank nr, r2, determinant (det 4,)“ (det &)“‘I, and signature 
uj = u, crz at a real prime p, ui being the signature of $i at the prime fi of L 
for i = 2, 3 and of 4, at the underlying prime of K,. 
Proof: Clearly $.l has rank nr, rz. By Proposition 2, 4, . Qz is equal to the 
tensor product (T4,) . & of forms over L. Since T is represented by the 
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identity n x n matrix, it follows that T#, has rank nr, and det(T@,) = det 4,. 
(To find det 4, we imbed D in M,,L and hence Mr, D in M,,,L.) The result 
on det($, . 4,) follows since for square matrices A, B of size r, s respectively, 
det(A @ B) = (det B)” (det A)‘. 
The commutative diagram, 
T being the matrix trace, implies that (no,) cr2 = nu3 as T causes the 
signature to be multiplied by n [8]. Thus u3 = u, u2. 
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